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Seismic travel-time tomography is an inversion technique that produces a 3-D mantle model of

seismic wave speed from surface observations of the travel times of seismic waves. For a variety of

reasons, e.g. data errors and model parameterization, the model can only be considered as an estimate

of true Earth structure. One of the major difficulties in tomography is the determination of model

errors. Techniques exist to estimate model errors for relatively small size inverse problems, e.g. [1],

but these methods are for computational reasons not yet applicable to a huge inverse problem of the

type discussed here. For large inverse problems one has to resort to so-called sensitivity analysis with

synthetic wave speed models [2]. First, a synthetic model is created, for example, one which contains

block-shaped anomalies of alternating sign, like a 3-dimensional checkerboard pattern. Next, the same

seismic rays used in the actual data inversion are used to compute synthetic travel times from the

synthetic model. The last step is to invert the synthetic data in the same way as the real data inversion.

This leads to an estimate (the tomographic view) of the synthetic model. It can be shown that the

relation between the synthetic model and its tomographic image is given by the same spatial

resolution operator as for the true Earth (but projected on the model parameterization used) and its

tomographic image derived from real data. Thus, comparison of the synthetic model and its

tomographic image can lead to inferences of spatial resolution errors (image blurring or smearing)

which are equally applicable to the actual tomographic problem.
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In Fig. 6 we display examples of sensitivity analysis for the region. The synthetic models are

constructed from isolated blocks (some with an irregular shape) with different spatial dimensions and

which have designated synthetic wave speed anomalies of alternating sign. In Fig. 6 the outlines of

these blocks are plotted with a black contour line. The colour coding depicts the tomographic image

of the synthetic model. If the synthetic model was perfectly recovered each of the black outline

volumes (areas on the layer plots shown) would contain either entirely red or entirely blue and all the

intervening area would be shaded in the central neutral colour on the colour scale (pale green). If the

colour is blurred outside the contoured areas, and the colour 'leaks out' of the blocks this indicates that

the synthetic model is less well recovered. In regions where the tomographic image correlates well

with the synthetic model the conclusion is often made that the spatial resolution is high and thus the

tomographic image determined from the real data is also of high quality. There is a risk of this

reasoning being wrong [3] but this risk can be made small by conducting sensitivity tests with a range

of different block sizes and other types of synthetic test models [4, 5]

Fig. 6 shows that spatial resolution is highly variable in the mantle volume of interest. In the

shallow mantle details on the scale of 1.2° are detectable in the region of high seismicity close to the

Australia-Pacific plate boundary (200 km) but in other regions this scale of resolution is absent.

However, at a similar depth (230 km) resolution on a scale of 2.4° is possible over much more of the

region. Similarly, near the lower part of the upper mantle (595 km) blocks on the scale of 2.4° are

well resolved over most of the central region close to the Australia-Pacific plate boundary but, for

example, beneath the Coral Sea resolution is not so good although blocks on the scale of 4.2° are well

resolved (535 km). At greater depths (980 and 1040 km) resolution is on the scale of 3-4°. At all

depths it is not possible to resolve anything within the region beneath the Pacific in the NW part of the

map. 

Fig. 7 shows sensitivity test results using the so called 'layer-cake' synthetic model [5]. This

synthetic model is derived from the actual tomographic model by deleting all negative anomalies and

by applying a slight smoothing to the remaining positive anomalies while retaining only the stronger

positive anomalies. Next, for specific depth intervals anomaly values are set to zero leading to a layer-

cake appearance in cross section. This layer-cake test is specifically designed to detect lack of depth
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resolution. The left column of Figure 7 shows cuts through the synthetic model corresponding (from

top to bottom) with the sections A, C, and F of Fig. 4. The anomaly labelling is also shown for ease of

comparison with Fig. 4. The right column shows how the layer-cake model can be recovered by

tomography. The different anomalies (A1, A2, A3, A4, A6, A8) can be detected quite well and

independently of each other. Anomaly A7 happens to be only partially (both spatially and in

amplitude) represented in the 3-D synthetic model, but is still detectable (Fig. 7E and Fig. 7F). Note

that the dipping pattern to the left of Fig. 7C is a resolution artefact, as mentioned in the caption of

Fig. 4. Down-dip resolution varies within the different slabs. Some smearing occurs in the Tonga slab

(Fig. 7F), but the flat lying anomaly A1 (of Fig. 4) is well recovered and the deep extension of the

Tonga slab is also resolvable. The interior of anomaly A2 is less well resolved (Fig. 7F). Poor depth

resolution occurs at depths just above the 410 km discontinuity. This is caused by lack of seismic rays

with bottoming depths just above 410 km. 

Generally, the information contained in Fig. 6 (and at other levels than those shown in Fig. 6) and

Fig. 7 is extremely helpful in selecting those parts of the actual tomographic model and the spatial

scales for which interpretation can be attempted.
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Fig. 6: Sensitivity ‘spike’-test results for assessing image quality. The six panels show inversion

results of the retrieval of synthetic ‘spike’ models of anomalous seismic wave [4] for some selected

depths and for different spike (or block) size. See text for full explanation. The square-like black

contour lines indicate the outline of single anomaly blocks with a -5% or +5% amplitude. Synthetic

block-anomalies are in all directions surrounded by 0%-synthetic anomalies. This is different from the

so-called checker-board test [3] and allows a much better detection of image smearing. The colour

contouring shows the retrieval of the synthetic spike pattern. The contour limits are -2.5% and +2.5%

which is a compromise between showing large-amplitude spike response and small amplitude

resolution artefacts. In the well recovered areas many of the block amplitudes exceed the contouring

limits but 100% recovery of spike amplitudes is rarely obtained. Image smearing is an expression of

lack of spatial resolution which is probably small in the well recovered regions and is large in the

poorly and not recovered regions. The first two panels (200, 230 km) show test results for spike sizes

of 1.2 and 2.4 degrees at the top of the upper mantle. The two panels in the centre (595, 530 km) show

the spike response for 2.4 and 4.2 degree spikes near the bottom of the upper mantle. The last two

panels (1040, 980 km) give the results for 3.0 and 4.2 degree spikes in the lower mantle. Note that

poor recovery of small blocks at a given depth does not imply poor recovery of larger blocks.

Anomalous mantle structure with a spatial dimension of about 2.4 degrees near 600 km depth cannot

be detected below the eastern margin of Australia but structures with larger dimensions (4.2 degrees)

probably can be detected.
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Fig. 7: Sensitivity test results using the 'layer-cake' synthetic model [5] to test for lack of depth

resolution. The left column shows cuts through the synthetic model corresponding (from top to

bottom) with the sections A, C, and F of Fig. 4 with anomalies labelled as in Fig. 4. The right column

shows how the layer-cake model can be recovered by tomography. All the anomalies shown (A1, A2,

A3, A4, A6, A8) are well recovered.
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